Uncooled microcantilever-based infrared (IR) detectors have recently gained interest due to their low noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD), while concurrently maintaining low costs. These properties have made them available for a wider range of applications. However, the curvature induced by residual strain mismatch severely compromises the device's performance. Therefore, to meet performance and reliability requirements, it is important to fully understand the deformation of IR detectors. In this study, bimaterial (SiN x /Al) microcantilever-based IR detectors were fabricated using surface micromachining with polyimide as a sacrificial layer. Thermo-mechanical deformation mechanisms were studied through the use of thermal cycling. A temperature chamber with accurate temperature control and an interferometer microscope were adopted in this study for thermal cycling and full-field curvature measurements. It was found that thermal cycling reduced the residual strain mismatch within the bimaterial structure and thus flattened the microcantilever-based IR detectors. Specifically, thermal cycling with a maximum temperature of 295
Introduction
The twentieth century has witnessed the development of IR detectors and cameras into complex multi-color cameras with amazing characteristics, and then into small, light and conveniently portable uncooled IR cameras. In the past few decades, IR cameras have been used for nocturnal viewing, fire fighting, biomedical diagnostics, security surveillance and defective electrical connection detection, among others. The first IR detection system was a photon detector developed in the early 1950s. This IR detector was made of materials with small energy bandgaps and was excited by 8-12 µm IR radiation. However, the small bandgap makes this type of detector highly sensitive to thermal noise. To reduce the thermal noise to acceptable levels, a cryogenic pump is required to cool the detector to ∼80 K making such devices bulky and µ µ Figure 1 . SEM picture of the microcantilever-based IR detector consisting of four primary components: (i) IR radiation absorber, (ii) actuation legs, (iii) thermal isolator and (iv) bottom electrode.
expensive [1, 2] . This has driven research toward uncooled IR detectors, which rely on photothermal heating generated from IR absorption. During the past 20 years, various uncooled IR detectors have been proposed and studied. Two types of uncooled IR detectors have been proven useful for uncooled thermal imaging arrays. One type consists of ferroelectricpyroelectric arrays which record a spontaneous electric polarization change with temperature. The other one uses a resistive bolometric array whose electrical resistance changes with temperature. These two detectors can provide imaging scenes at room temperature and currently dominate the rapidly growing market of uncooled IR cameras [3] .
In recent years, MEMS technologies have given rise to bimaterial microcantilever-based IR detectors. These detectors can achieve a theoretical noise-equivalent temperature difference (NETD) of below 5 mK [4] [5] [6] . This kind of IR detector is based on the bending of bimaterial microcantilevers upon absorption of IR radiation. Subsequently, the deformation can be readily determined by using piezoresistive, optical, or capacitive methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Four primary components make up the typical design of microcantilever-based IR detectors (figure 1). One component is an IR absorber and sensing bimaterial plate. This bimaterial plate consists of a SiN x layer on the top that absorbs IR radiation and converts it to heat, and an Al metal layer on the bottom that serves as a sensing component for capacitance read-out. In this design, an Al layer is used as a top electrode. Together with a bottom electrode located underneath the plate, these form a capacitor. The actuation legs convert heat from the absorber to mechanical deformation. Finally, a thermal isolator minimizes the amount of heat conducted to the substrate. This device is based on the conversion of absorbed IR energy to a change in capacitance. When the sensing bimaterial plate transfers IR radiation to heat or temperature change, it deforms due to the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch. As a result, the capacitance between the bimaterial plate and the bottom electrode changes. The bimaterial actuation legs also bend since the heat from the sensing plate is conducted to the legs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
As is shown in figure 1 , the bimaterial sensing plate and actuation legs curve significantly after release from a sacrificial layer, largely due to the mismatch of residual stress/strain in the two materials (figure 1) [10] . The curved structures greatly compromise the performance and functionality of the device. Therefore, curvature modification is one of the important topics in the post-process assessment of microcantilever-based IR detectors [11, 12] . In the previous analysis of the thermoelastic response of IR detectors, the sensing plate together with the actuation legs was considered as a simple bimaterial beam structure [13] [14] [15] [16] . However in these designs, the bimaterial sensing plate structure is supported by a deformable boundary, and the deformation of the sensing plate greatly complicates the analysis and compromises the device performance. Therefore, it is crucial to fully understand and establish a model to predict the thermoelastic response of the microcantilever-based IR detector, and to facilitate the design of a device that adequately estimates the performance.
Section 2 describes the fabrication process of the bimaterial microcantilever-based IR detector using a lowtemperature surface micromachining technique with a commercial polyimide as the sacrificial layer. Thermal cycling was used to modify the residual strain mismatch induced curvature and to understand the thermomechanical deformation mechanism of the SiN x /Al microcantilever-based IR detector. The finite element analysis procedure presented in sections 3 and 4 discusses the thermal mechanical evolution and modeling of thermal mechanical response which has been carried out using FEM and analytical solution with the coefficient obtained from FEM. The linear thermoelastic mechanical responses of the microcantilever-based IR detector are described by both finite element analysis and a modified analytical solution based on plate theory.
Experiment

Microcantilever-based IR detector fabrication
The bimaterial (SiN x /Al) microcantilever structure was fabricated on a 1 0 0 silicon wafer. The wafer was cleaned with 40% HF to remove the native oxide layer prior to deposition. The microcantilever-based IR detector fabrication process flow is shown in figure 2 . First, a 120 nm thick platinum (Pt) bottom electrode pad and a 30 nm thick titanium (Ti) adhesion layer between Pt and silicon were deposited on a silicon wafer by a standard lift-off process. The 2.5 µm thick AZ5214E photo-resist was coated on the silicon wafer following a soft-bake at 90
• C for 30 min. Subsequently, the wafer was exposed by employing the I-line mask aligner for 2.3 s with an intensity of 15 mW cm −2 and post-baked for 30 min at 105
• C. In order to make the negative wall profile of AZ5214E suitable for the lift-off process, the wafer was flood exposed for 1 min followed by the development of the AZ5214 using AZ4222 developer. The Pt/Ti layer was deposited on the wafer by using an electron beam thermal evaporator (Temescal TM ), and the wafer was then immersed in acetone. Finally, the metal was lifted off and the Pt/Ti bottom electrode was developed on the silicon wafer as shown in figure 2(a). An adhesion promoter VM-652 was coated on silicon wafers at 3000 rpm for 30 s to enhance adhesion between polyimide and the wafer and baked at 90
• C for 10 min in an oven. A commercial PI 2610 polyimide (HD Microelectronics) was adhered to the wafer with a spin coater at 2200 rpm for 30 s, and a 2.5 µm thick layer of polyimide was cured in a nitrogen atmosphere oven at 90
• C and 150
• C as depicted in figure 2(b) [17, 18] .
The use of spin-on polyimide allows not only for a final dry release step that overcomes stiction problems, but also completes compatibility with deposition and patterning of bimaterial structural layers, i.e., plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposited (PECVD) SiN x and e-beam evaporated Al in this work. Polyimide was patterned using reactive ion etching (RIE) with O 2 plasma where a 500 nm thick PECVD SiO x was deposited as a hard mask and patterned by RIE using SF 6 and He, as shown in figure 2(c). After RIE etching, the SiO x layer was removed using a buffered oxide etcher (BOE) that had no effect on polyimide. A 200 nm thick Al layer was deposited with an electron beam thermal evaporator, followed by the deposition of a 200 nm thick of PECVD SiN x layer on the Al layer, as shown in figure 2(d). These two layers were patterned using phosphoric acid and RIE with SF 6 and He, respectively (figure 2(e)) [19] . Finally, the bimaterial SiN x /Al microcantilever structures were released by removing the polyimide sacrificial layer with isotropic oxygen plasma dry etching as shown in figure 2(f) [18] . The fabrication parameters of PECVD and RIE are listed in tables 1 and 2. 
Thermal mechanical response measurement
To measure the curvature of the SiN x /Al microcantileverbased IR detector as a function of temperature change, a system containing a thermal unit (HCP302-STC200 from INSTEC Inc.) and an interferometer (WYKO) were constructed as depicted in figure 3 . The full-field out-of-plane deformation, w(x, y) of a microcantilever, was obtained using a 50× objective. Specifically, an interferometer beam splitter reflected half of the incidence beam to the reference surface inside the microscope. The beam reflected from the test and reference surfaces recombined to generate interference fringes. To gather the measurement data, an arm containing the interferometer objective moved vertically to scan the sample surface. The system scanned at evenly spaced intervals while an external camera captured frames of interference data. The resolution of the out of plane displacements was on the order of 1 nm, as verified by a standard sample. Additionally, to induce the different temperature regimes applied throughout the test, a thermal system, which included a closed-loop temperature controller, a micro-heating/cooling stage and a cooling system was included. The resolution of the thermal system was approximately 1 • C. Complete details regarding the test procedures can be obtained in literature [20, 21] .
The thermal cycling approach has been demonstrated as an effective means to understand the stress response of thin films [22] and the thermal mechanical evolution of multilayer microcantilevers [23, 24] .
In our work, the measurement procedure was designed to carefully explore the deformation of the microcantilever-based IR detector due to uniform heating and cooling cycles. The heating and cooling cycles were performed over a range of temperatures including room temperature to 265
• C-310
• C. The microcantilever-based IR detector had a heating rate of 200
• C min −1 . When the temperature approached the target temperature, the heating rate decreased from 200
• C min −1 to 10
, allowing the stage temperature to slowly approach the target temperature. The cooling rate was approximately the same as the heating rate for the microcantilever-based IR detector. Following the cooling period, the microcantilever-based IR detector was heated and subsequently cooled for four cycles, with the maximum temperature increase in each cycle set to 15
• C. During the heating and cooling cycles, WYKO captured the interferograms at 20
• C increments. At each increment, the temperature was held for about 3 min to maintain the measurements at thermal equilibrium. Figure 4(a) shows the three-dimensional WYKO image of the microcantileverbased IR detector. The image served as the determinant for the full field of plane displacements w(x, y)generated from the microcantilever-based IR detector.
From the measured displacement field, we determined the curvature along the length of the microcantilever-based IR detector sensing component (the x-direction) as Figure 4 (b) depicts a series of surface profiles of the sensing plate at five different temperatures. These profiles show that the deformation increased with increasing temperature. The surface profiles in figure 4(b) were used to calculate curvatures at each temperature and provided a suitable representation for the overall thermoelastic mechanical response.
Finite element modeling
Commercial finite element software ABAQUS was used to simulate the thermoelastic response and residual strain mismatch of the microcantilever-based IR detector. The initial condition of this model did not consider any residual stress in each layer. The bimaterial microcantilever-based IR detector was meshed with four-node composite shell elements. Such a mesh is shown in figure 5 . Both materials were modeled as linear elastic with isotropic material properties [21] . The thermal response was studied in FEM using input data, namely [25] , where t is the thickness of the material, and E, α and ν represent Young's modulus, CTE and Poisson's ratio, respectively. The boundary conditions fixed all the freedom at the end of two legs, and the parameters of geometry conformed to real structures. When subjected to a uniform temperature change, mismatch strain is induced in the bimaterial structures due to the thermal expansion mismatch between Al and SiN x . This mismatch strain will then result in bending curvature of the bimaterial structure.
Results and discussion
Thermal cycling
The in situ thermal-mechanical response for a microcantileverbased IR detector top bimaterial sensing plate is depicted in figure 6 . The general behavior of the microcantilever-based IR detector was characterized by both linear thermoelastic and inelastic regimes. A quantitative and compact representation of the data in figure 6 shows average curvature along the plate versus temperature plots. From room temperature to approximately 140
• C, the plate curved upwards away from the substrate due to the CTE mismatch between the SiN x layer and the Al layer. The curvature change during this period was measured with the interferometer as described in section 2.2. For this sample the full-field measurement cannot be obtained at high temperatures. This was because the reflected light from the large bending of the sensing plate went beyond the effective collecting region of the interferometer.
Our measurements revealed that the curvature had a linear dependence on temperature change, indicating a linear thermoelastic deformation of the microcantilever-based IR detector between room temperature and 140
• C. For example, in the first cycle from room temperature to a peak temperature of 265
• C, the curvature increased with a constant rate of dκ/dT = 0.0524 mm −1 • C −1 . After reaching thermal equilibrium, the sample was cooled to room temperature and the data showed a linear thermoelastic mechanical response for the cooling process with dκ/dT = 0.0548 mm −1 • C −1 . The curvature slopes during both heating and cooling were approximately the same. This region of pure thermoelastic response between room temperature and about 140
• C was typical for IR detector applications. Figure 6 depicts the measurable curvatures evolution history during each thermal cycle.
Upon return to room temperature, the curvatures after each thermal cycle were different. The difference may be caused by the evolution of the residual stresses of the bimaterial structures in the high temperature region (the nonlinear region is not plotted in figure 6 ). For instance, the curvature at room temperature was decreased from 7.3 mm −1 to 5.8 mm −1 following the first cycle, indicating significant structure flattening. As shown in figure 6 , the curvature at room temperature continued to decrease when the microcantileverbased IR detectors were subjected to a thermal cycling with a peak temperature higher than the previous peak temperature. Furthermore, when the peak temperature was close to or higher than the SiN x deposition temperature (about 300
• C), a negative curvature was measured when the microcantilever-based IR detector was cooled to room temperature, i.e., the IR detector bends down toward the substrate. In the previous study by Huang and Zhang [11] on elimination of stress-induced curvature in microcantilever IR detectors using rapid thermal annealing, the curvature of microcantilever changed from −1 mm −1 to 2.5 mm −1 at 400 • C of annealing temperature, i.e., the IR detector bent downward initially and the annealing caused the IR detector to bend upwards. In this study, the sensing plate initially bent downward with a curvature of 7.3 mm −1 . After four successive thermal cycles, the sensing plate bent downward with a curvature of −1.14 mm . The opposite curvature changing in these two studies could be attributed to different types of residual stress in the SiN x film, which was induced by the different deposition conditions for SiN x films. High-frequency RF power of PECVD deposition employed in Huang's study leads to a tensile residual stress of the SiN x film [26] . In contrast, low-frequency RF power of PECVD used in the present work resulted in a compressive residual stress due to the greater ion bombardment under this condition [27] .
The linear curvature change during the heating segment was attributed to the thermal expansion mismatch between the SiN x and Al layers. The irreversible curvature change after cooling to room temperature indicated that thermal cycling induced permanent microstructural changes within the materials. To see this, consider how initially fabrication introduced intrinsic stress and defects such as voids and dislocations in the film. However, during thermal cycling, stress relaxation and defect reduction occurred and affected the thermal-mechanical properties of the bimaterial structure [28, 29] . The residual strain in the SiN x decreased toward compressive much more than in the Al, which led to a continuous reduction in curvature as the peak temperature of thermal cycling increased. The mechanisms causing the uneven spacing between the linear thermoelastic curvature versus temperature responses during the first and second thermal cycles in figure 6 were not quite clear. Studies on understanding the nonlinear deformation mechanisms due to microstructure changes in the bimaterial structures are underway.
The as-fabricated SiN x /Al bimaterial microcantileverbased IR detector bent up due to the residual strain mismatch from these two layers (figure 7). As mentioned previously, thermal cycling appears to be an effective method to modify the residual strain mismatch induced curvature. In figure 7 , we plotted the residual strain mismatch at room temperature after each thermal cycle from FEM. Material parameters from section 3 were used in the simulations. Uniform temperature loading was applied to each node in the finite element model. The magnitude of the temperature change was adjusted so that simulated curvature of microcantilever-based IR detector matches the measurement. The average strain mismatch along the arrow line located on the sensing plate of the IR detector in figure 4(a) was then extracted from FEM. The strain mismatch decreased with curvature reduction and the residual strain mismatch was zero when the microcantilever-based IR detector became flat.
Modified analytical solution
The microcantilever-based IR detectors show linear thermoelastic responses when subjected to temperature changes, i.e., the curvature varies linearly with temperature changes as shown in figure 6 .
For cantilevered plate structure, the average curvature κ depends on the mismatch strain α T, where α is the CTE mismatch of bimaterial structures and T is the temperature change, and can be expressed as [30] [31] [32] where h = t 1 /t 2 represents the thickness ratio,
is Young's modulus ratio and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the SiN x and Al of bimaterial structures, respectively. Equation (2) cannot be applied to model the thermoelastic response of microcantilever-based IR detectors, mainly due to the relatively complex geometry and boundary conditions of the detector structures. For instance, the experiment and FEM results demonstrated that the linear thermoelastic mechanical response was approximately 0.055 mm −1 • C −1 . However equation (2) gives a thermoelastic mechanical response of 0.074 mm −1 • C −1 with material parameters listed in section 3. Therefore, modification to the model is needed to apply the plate theory model to describe the linear thermoelastic mechanical response of the microcantileverbased IR detector.
In this study, a modified analytical solution to describe the linear thermoelastic response of the microcantilever-based IR detector was obtained by introducing a correction factor. The proposed modified analytical solution for the linear thermoelastic mechanical response of the microcantileverbased IR detector is
where k m represents the curvature of the microcantileverbased IR detector, c is the correction factor, and k is the curvature in equation (2) . The correction factor in equation (3) was obtained by comparing the results from FEM and the corresponding analytical result. The proposed modified analytical solution resulted in dκ/dT = 0.055 mm −1 • C −1 , consistent with the experimental result. In summary, the thermoelastic response of the microcantileverbased IR detector was well described by the modified analytical solution proposed in our work with the employment of a correction factor.
Effect of m, h and α on the thermoelastic response
Section 4.2 demonstrated the validity of the modified analytical solution. The thermoelastic mechanical response dκ/dT was described by using the modified analytical solution in equation (3) .
The percentage differences between the analytical solution in equation (2) and the modified analytical solution in equation (3) can be expressed as
With the structure parameters in our current microcantileverbased IR detector design m = 0.2756, h = 1 and α = 20.9 × 10 −6 K −1 , the correction factor and percentage difference were 0.37 and 29.74%, respectively. The percentage difference was mainly due to the boundary conditions and the complex geometries. The analytical solution in equation (2) was based on bending of cantilevered bimaterial plate structures; however, the sensing component of the microcantilever-based IR detector was connected to two deformable legs. The two bilateral cantilever beams supported the sensing part of the microcantilever-based IR, and the boundary was also deformed during thermal loading. Previous study has suggested that the deformable boundary was an important factor that results in the difference. A complicated mechanism model to modify boundary conditions has been employed to circumvent this problem [33] . However, the mechanism model still required FEM to obtain required parameters to solve the deformable boundary condition. The modified analytical solution provided a quick way to achieve the thermoelastic mechanical response for design purposes. On the sensing plate there were six etching holes of 5 µm in diameter. Although not shown here, our simulation results showed that the curvature along the center of the sensing part of the IR detector with etching holes differs less than 5% from the structures without etching holes.
The thermoelastic mechanical response of bimaterial cantilever structures depends on Young's modulus ratio (m), thickness ratio (h) and CTE mismatch ( α). In order for designers to develop alternative microcantilever-based IR detectors using different materials and bimaterial layers of different thicknesses, we evaluated their effect on the correction factor and percentage differences. In figure 8(a) , we fixed h and α, and studied the effect of Young's modulus ratio between the two materials. The percentage differences from the theoretical model were relatively stable, ranging between 28 and 35%. As Young's modulus ratio increased, the correction factors were also relatively stable, ranging between 0.7 and 0.8. The effect of increasing the thickness of the top layer material with constant m and α is shown in figure 8(b) . The percentage difference was small, indicating the plate theory described the curvature more accurately at higher thickness ratios. The correction factor value decreased as the thickness ratio increased. Figure 8(c) plotted the effect of increasing the CTE mismatch between the two materials with constant m and h. In general, the range of α of the microcantilever-based IR detector material was studied in the range 5 × 10 . Consequently, our study was concentrated in this region. The percentage difference increased as the CTE mismatch increased from α = 5 × 10 −6 to 15 × 10 −6 K −1 and then decreased as the CTE mismatch increased from α = 15 × 10 −6 to 25 × 10
, while the correction factor displayed an opposite trend. 
Flattened microcantilever-based IR detector
As shown in the figure 6, after the third thermal cycling with a peak temperature of 295 • C, upon return to room temperature, the curvature was found to be very close to −0.1 mm , a 97% reduction from the initial value. We thus predict that the optimal annealing temperature should be between 280
• C and 295
• C, and the microcantilever-based IR detector could be flattened by using thermal cycling with optimized peak temperature. The result of this engineering approach is shown in figure 9 . Also, figure 6 shows that the linear elastic response Compared with the efficient flattening means for microcantilevers such as ion machining [12] and rapid thermal annealing [11] , thermal cycling is a nondestructive method and can also provide in-depth understandings on the thermal mechanical evolution of the device. When the top electrode has a particular curvature defined by the equation f (x) = dx, where is the length of the top electrode, ε is the permittivity of the insulator and d is the gap between the two electrodes. The flattened microcantileverbased IR detectors increase the capacitance signal readout and thus improve the mechanical performance of the device.
The array uniformity is a very important issue in the IR community. However, nonuniformity issues still exist and will remain to be a challenge in this work. The array uniformity highly depends on the quality and process parameters during fabrication, for example, the thickness nonuniformity of SiN x caused by the fluid dynamics of N 2 flow during PECVD. This would result in nonuniformity in residual stress/strain and thus curvature. It requires extensive trial and error work or parameter tuning to improve the quality.
Conclusion
In this paper, a bimaterial microcantilever-based IR detector was fabricated using surface micromachining with a sacrificial polyimide layer. Thermal mechanisms were studied via thermal cycling to reduce the residual strain mismatch induced curvature of the microcantilever-based IR detectors. A thermal system and an interferometer were adopted to monitor the fullfield curvature change in situ. Thermal cycling reduced the residual strain mismatch within the bimaterial device and thus flattened the microcantilever-based IR detectors. The linear thermoelastic mechanical response of the microcantileverbased IR detector was well described by using a modified analytical solution that employed a correction factor to modify present plate theory. The three critical parameters including Young's modulus ratio, thickness ratio and CTE mismatch were studied. Although bimaterial (SiN x /Al) microcantileverbased IR detectors are used in our design, this study can be generalized to other microcantilever-based IR detectors with different geometries and materials.
